


An unforgettable experience in every sense
• Your eyes will marvel at the wondrous views and rare Alpine flora and fauna.
• Your ears will take in stories of the Soča Front and of Zlatorog and Slovenian music.
• Your mouth will sample typical Slovenian food and Alpine cheese made in the mountains.
• Your nose will enjoy the freshness of clean mountain air and the scents of Alpine flowers.
• Your feet will lead you to crowd-free corners, to mountain huts, lakes and waterfalls.

Slovenia
Slovenia is the world in miniature. We have the sea and rivers, mountains 
and plains, forests and fields, towns and villages, lively events and peace. 
However, above all, we are proud of our outstanding countryside. The 
fact an image of our highest mountain, Triglav, features on the coat of 
arms of our flag and euro coins, reflects our affection for the Alps and 
the links between the nation and it's countryside.

Triglav National Park 
Breathtaking countryside accompanies us step by step. When the 
Triglav National Park was set up in 1924, Slovenia became the fifth 
nation in Europe to have such a natural reserve. Its 85,000 ha make 
it among the largest natural parks in Europe. You may catch sight 
of an array of plant and animal species, such as chamois, rock goats, 
capercaillies, and eagles.

Trekking and hiking
The Slovenian Alps are wonderful and offer numerous opportunities for 
which we have designed four varying one-week programmes. Select the 
right programme for you according to your interests and physical fitness.

All programmes begin and end on Sundays, including transfers to and 
from the airport. Following an introductory get together and opportunity 
to get acquainted, we will divide into groups to begin your selected tour.

Why not have a look at the programmes and select one that suits you.
The Slovenian Alps await.

Day 1: After arrival at Ljubljana-Brnik Airport, you are taken to the beautiful 
and famous resort of Bled, where you will get to see Slovenia’s only island, 
which lies in the middle of the lake.Your visit to Bled may be enriched by 
sampling the renowned Bled dessert known as ‘kremšnita’. After Bled, we 
drive past Lake Bohinj and arrive at the Savica hut, where we will have dinner 
and stay the night.
—
Day 2: After breakfast, we set out to the mighty Savica waterfall, and go from 
there along the picturesque trail to Komna. Once you have settled in at the 
hut on Komna plateau, there is a day of information and getting to know one 
another. Your professionally trained guides will outline your individual tour in 
detail. An expert is on hand at the information point to provide you an insight 
into the Julian Alps, their rich flora and fauna, their role during WWI, and 
you may also have a look at some maps and photographs of the Alps. Those 
more actively inclined may take part in entertainment activities. The evening 
features a social gathering to help you get to know one another, enriched by 
typical Slovenian music led by an accordion player. You may dance to the 
rhythm of the music, learn the Slovenian polka or relax in the Alpine social 
atmosphere that may only be experienced in the mountains.
—
Day 3: Beginning of each of the tours.

Please note:
• Each individual tour is suitable for groups of up to 15 people, led 

by two guides. The guides adapt the content of the programme and 
the carrying out of each tour according to weather conditions and 
the physical fitness of the participants.

• All tours are led by highly qualified guides who hold the necessary 
licence for their work.

• The tours take place in an alpine world where special conditions 
may prevail. Please telephone or contact us via e-mail for precise 
information.



SLOVENIA

Official name: The Republic of Slovenia
Political system: parliamentary democracy 
Landmass: 20,273 sq km 
Capital: Ljubljana (300,000 inhabitants) 
Population: 2 million
Neighbouring countries: Italy, Austria, Croatia, Hungary  
Official Language: Slovene, with Italian and Hungarian in border areas
Religions: Roman Catholic (94%), Orthodox (3%), Muslim (3%), Protestant (1%)  
Climate: sub-Mediterranean on the coast, continental inland, alpine in higher areas
Average temperatures: July 21°C, January 0°C 
Highest point: Triglav (2,864 m) 
Time zone: GMT +1, GMT +2 in summer 
Currency: Euro (since January 1 2007)

According to ancient legend, Triglav National Park was inhabited by 
Zlatorog. This mysterious golden-horned white goat aided people 
unaccustomed to difficult mountain conditions to survive. However, 
people did not appreciate his assistance. Moreover, they coveted 
his hidden treasures, and this infuriated the goat so much so that 
he tore his miraculous Alpine garden apart. From then on, man 
has reconsidered his attitude and no longer lusts after Zlatorog’s 
treasures, but cares for and preserves the wonders of those treasures 
that remain, the incredible natural beauty of Triglav National Park.
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Day 1: airport transfer – Bled – settling in at Savica hut
Day 2: Savica hut – Komna mountain hostel
Day 3: Komna mountain hostel – Bogatin saddle – Lanževica –  

Veliki Bogatin – Komna mountain hostel
Day 4: Komna mountain hostel – Bogatin saddle – Hostel at Krn lakes –  

Bogatin saddle – Komna mountain hostel
Day 5: Komna mountain hostel – Govnjač mountain – Kser – Škrbina –  

Za Migovcem mountain – Komna mountain hostel
Day 6: Komna mountain hostel – Hut at Triglav lakes – Veliko jezero –  

Hut at Triglav lakes
Day 7: Hut at Triglav lakes – Ovčarija mountain – Črno jezero –  

Komna mountain hostel
Day 8: return to the valley – transfer to the airport
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Level of difficulty:
The tour is not physically or technically demanding and is thus suitable for families with children 
aged over 10. It mainly comprises day trips that start and end at the hut on Komna.  
You will require suitable footwear and clothing for changeable weather conditions, as well as a basic 
understanding of how to get around on well-used mountain paths.

The Legend of Zlatorog

Every lover of the natural world and mountains will find this hiking 
trip more than enjoyable. The legend of Zlatorog, the mysterious 
white goat with the golden horns, has its origins in this area.

The astonishingly beautiful countryside will go hand in hand with 
us. Even the beginning of the trail with the hike up to Komna 
is very picturesque. It comprises as many as 52 bends, built for 
supply purposes during WW I. These are all signposted and thus 
you always know how much of the trail you have already done. 
The 78-metre high Savica waterfall is an amazing treasure and is 
the source of the Sava Bohinjka river, which merges with the Sava 
Dolinka to form the Sava river at Radovljica. Ancient fossils around 
the Triglav lakes are natural wonders that demonstrate that this area 
was once a sea. The Valley of the Seven Lakes offer breathtaking 
views. Črno jezero is a wonderful natural pearl, whose water has a 
mysterious black quality. Dvojno jezero comprises twin lakes which 

• Have you come across the legend of Zlatorog?
• How many gems will you see along the way?
• Are you aware that there is an island in the middle of a lake?
• Do you know how many lakes there are at the foot of Triglav?
• Have you ever stood under a 78-metre waterfall?

merge into one after significant rainfall. There are spectacular views 
to be enjoyed from the summit of Bogatin, where, on clear days, it 
is even possible to see ships in Koper Bay. Having a chance to taste 
real alpine cheese and sour milk from a high alpine plateau is also 
worthy of mention. A notable reward on the hike up to Lanževica 
mountain is the opportunity to see rare and protected alpine flowers, 
which are difficult to come across elsewhere, among which surely 
the best known is edelweiss. As it is protected, you may not pick it, 
but you may, of course, take photos as a memento.

You will have the chance to explore bunkers, see barbed wire 
and other remains from WW I to be found on the path from 
the mountain hostel at Komna to Krn lake. A collection of old 
photographs showing the building as it once was is on display on 
the site where a military hospital once stood.
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Day 1: airport transfer – Bled – settling in at Savica hut
Day 2: Savica hut – Komna mountain hostel – Triglav lakes hut
Day 3: Triglav lakes hut – Tržaška hut – Planika hut – Kredarica hostel 
Day 4: hostel on Kredarica  – Triglav – Dolič – Hribarice –  

Triglav lakes hut
Day 5: Triglav lakes hut – Ovčarija mountain – Hut at jezero –  

Mount Dedno polje – Triglav lakes hut
Day 6: Triglav lakes hut – V. Špičje – Prehodavci – Triglav lakes hut
Day 7: Triglav lakes hut – Ovčarija mountain – (Dedno polje) –  

Črno jezero – Komna mountain hostel
Day 8: return to the valley – transfer to the airport
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Level of difficulty:
The tour is suitable for experienced mountaineers (max. 10 people). A good level of fitness is required, 
with suitable footwear and clothing for high mountains and equipment for self-protection (helmet, 
climbing belt and self-protection kit). 

The Triglav Trek – Summit of Slovenia

The Triglav Trek is the right choice for all those who enjoy spending 
their free time actively and who have good levels of physical fitness. 
You will feel an adrenaline rush as you climb Triglav, Slovenia’s highest 
mountain, accompanied by experienced guides, on pegs and with the 
aid of a steel cable. Once you have scaled the 2,864-metre peak, you 
will experience the traditional baptism and enjoy the wonderful view 
which, on a clear day, reaches as far as the sea in Trieste Bay.

Every tour is an unforgettable experience, as it goes hand in hand 
with heavenly peace and clean mountain air. We will visit the hostel at 
Kredarica, the highest alpine hut in Slovenia, from where the remains 
of the Triglav glacier are visible. It is also truly memorable to see rock-
strewn areas that let your imagination run riot.

You are sure to find it hard to believe that, as your guide will explain, 
there were once seas in these mountains. However, when you see with 

• Do you know what form a Triglav baptism takes?
• Would you like to see Slovenia from the peak of its highest mountain?
• Have you ever seen fossils millions of years old?
• Have you ever eaten alpine cheese?
• Have you ever seen edelweiss in real life?

your own eyes ancient fossils of sea snails around Ledvica lake 
all doubts will be cast aside. Archaeological artefacts have also 
been found providing evidence of human life in this area. Pots and 
arrowheads are proof that shepherds lived in these hills more than 
3,000 years ago.

Mysterious Črno jezero, the Black Lake, which is indeed very dark, 
is also interesting. You will find out why it is that way once you have 
seen it. Dvojno jezero, the Double Lake, is something special that 
merges into a single lake whenever there is sufficient water. There 
is a permanent spring close to the lake, from which it is possible to 
quench your thirst with absolutely pure water. Alternatively, you may 
visit a place where the velvety edelweiss grows and photograph it as a 
keepsake. When the path leads us past high alpine cheese makers, we 
will have the chance to taste real alpine cheese and sour milk. There 
is nothing as tasty to be found in any shop.
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Day 1: airport transfer – Bled – settling in at Savica hut
Day 2: Savica hut – Komna mountain hostel 
Day 3: Komna mountain hostel – Govnjač mountain – Vrh Škrli –  

Komna mountain hostel
Day 4: Komna mountain hostel – Bogatin saddle – Lanževica –  

Poljanica – Komna mountain hostel
Day 5: Komna mountain hostel – Krn Lake – Krn / Gomišček shelter
Day 6: Gomišček shelter – Batognica – Kuhinja mountain –  

transfer to Kobarid / accommodation in a hotel
Day 7: visit to Kobarid museum – Kozjak waterfall – Bovec –  

Kluže fort – overnight in Kobarid
Day 8: transfer from Kobarid via the Vršič pass to the airport
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Level of difficulty:
The tour is physically demanding, and it is necessary to have basic knowledge of how to make your 
way along well-used paths in a mountain environment, although no technical knowledge is required. 
It is essential to have good footwear and clothing, suitable for changeable weather conditions.  
The programme will be adapted according to the weather and the fitness of participants.

‘A Farewell to Arms’ Adventure Trail

History lovers will thoroughly enjoy these treks. An experienced 
guide will lead you along paths where, almost a century ago, Italian 
and Austro-Hungarian soldiers walked and fought. The Triglav 
National Park area is richly embedded with remnants from WW I.

A careful eye can spot numerous bunkers and lookout points in rocky 
walls from where artillerymen kept vigilant watch over the area. You 
will also come across the remains of barbed wire and even parts of 
weapons and grenades. There are numerous tunnels within the hills in 
which the soldiers hid and lived. A hike up Batognica mountain leads 
along a concrete staircase carved into the mountain by soldiers during  
WW I. The path leads past two huge caves, which were once living 
quarters for soldiers. We will also visit the location of an Austro-
Hungarian military hospital and morgue. Today, there is a hut on this 
site with photographs showing life and conditions then in detail.

You will also notice that the soldiers built their barracks close 
to water sources, a wise decision that made life less difficult as it 
removed the need to carry water. You will be able to admire very well 

• Have you ever followed in the footsteps of soldiers on a battlefront?
• Do you know where the bloodiest mountain battles took place?
• Have you ever touched artefacts from WW I?
• Are you aware how many soldiers fell in this area in WW I?
• Have you ever been to a museum awarded the title of ‘best European museum’?

preserved remains of barracks in Lepoče, as well as a cable car with 
which the soldiers assisted themselves when bearing heavy burdens.  
The barracks on Govnjač plateau is also interesting as it was adjacent 
to a brothel that offered relaxation to the soldiers.

We will also get acquainted with the more distant past on this tour.  
We will hike up Poljanica mountain, where, during excavations remains 
were unearthed proving that civilisation existed in this area more than 
3,000 years ago. Archaeologists have found the remnants of pots and 
arrowheads, indicating that shepherds lived here around that time.

A visit to Kobarid museum, awarded the title ‘Best museum in Europe 
2003’, will afford new insights and perspectives. Its collection,  
rich in exhibits, mountain reliefs, photographs and multimedia,  
relates the story of those hard and bloody days along the Soča river  
in a prose-like and sensitive manner. Some of these events were 
outlined by the then American military reporter Ernest Hemingway  
in his novel A Farewell to Arms.
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Day 1: airport transfer – Bled – settling in at Savica hut
Day 2: Savica hut – Komna mountain hostel 
Day 3: Komna mountain hostel – Govnjač mountain – Kser – Škrbina –  

Za Migovcem mountain – Komna mountain hostel
Day 4: Komna mountain hostel – Bogatin saddle – Krn Lake –  

Krn / Gomišček shelter
Day 5: Gomišček shelter – Batognica – Leskovica mountain –  Kuhinja mountain 

– transfer to Kobarid / accommodation in a hotel / slow food experience
Day 6: Kobarid (sightseeing) – transfer to Portorož – accommodation  

in a family- run hotel
Day 7: visit to the saltpans (assisting with salt gathering) – tour of the coast 

– free afternoon
Day 8: free morning – transfer to the airport 
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Level of difficulty:
It is necessary to be physically fit for this tour, although it is not technically demanding.  
It is advantageous to have basic knowledge of how to make your way along well-used paths in  
a mountain environment. Bring along good footwear and clothing, suitable for changeable weather 
conditions in the mountains, as well as light clothing and swimwear for the second part of the trip.

From the Julian Alps to the Adriatic Sea

This tour is just right for those who love extremes and diversity. In a single 
week, you can feel the freshness of mornings in the mountains and hot days 
on the coast. You will stay in simple mountain huts in common dormitories 
and in a family-run hotel. You will have the chance to sample original farm 
cuisine and delight your taste buds with fascinating culinary masterpieces.

The hut on Komna is an ideal starting point for day trips into the 
surrounding area. There are outstanding views across the surrounding  
peaks on all sides on the undemanding hike along the ridges above Komna. 
A glance downwards is also rewarding as the area is rich in interesting  
alpine flowers. 

There is an especially interesting excursion over Bogatin saddle past Krn 
Lake to Gomišček shelter and, on the following day, onward to Batognica 
mountain, as the frontline during WW I followed this path. Careful 
observers will notice numerous things testifying to the events of that time, 
including barracks, bunkers, forts, remnants of barbed wire and even parts 
of weapons and grenades. However, some items remain hidden to even 
the most observant eye and those will be revealed to you by your expert 
guide. Following descent into the valley we will have a look around Kobarid 

• Have you ever gathered sea salt?
• Have you ever rowed along channels that are more than 700 years old?
• Do you know how long Slovenian slow food takes?
• Have you ever taken a picture of an edelweiss?
• Do you believe that alpine cheese has a completely different taste?

museum, which is an excellent addition to the Alpine tour, as its rich 
collection and good presentation of the bloody times during WW I won  
it the title of best European museum 2003. After this visit, we will say 
farewell to the mountains and head for the coast.

The coast is renowned for picturesque medieval Piran, which flourished 
during the times of the Venetian republic, and for Portorož, which used  
to be a fancy Austro-Hungarian resort. Both destinations are famous  
for their excellent restaurants with a rich offer of sea delicacies.

A visit to the Sečovlje saltpans is a really special experience. They were 
constructed in ancient times, while the tradition of gathering salt by hand 
has been preserved to the present day. This area, in which channels and 
pools intertwine, is a natural park and affords shelter to numerous bird and 
plant species. The best way to view the saltpans is in a canoe. While rowing 
and observing the remains of saltpans workers’ buildings, birds and water 
channels, you will be able to imagine vividly how life was carried on here 
more than a century ago. Salt gathering is a unique experience. You may take 
advantage of an unparalleled opportunity to gather your own heap of sea salt 
following the traditional manual method under the tutelage of a teacher.



An excursion around the Slovenian Alps is an unforgettable experience in every sense.
 

E: info@navacos.si
T: +386 1 510 62 97
F: +386 1 510 62 95 

www.slovenianalps.com
 

NAVACOS d.o.o. • Celovška c. 172 • 1000 Ljubljana • Slovenia

In addition to the hiking trips outlined in the brochure, we also organise trips tailor-made for you and trips for organised groups.

PRIZE QUIZ
Circle the letter of the correct answers and send the word that is thus formed, along with your 
personal data (name, surname, address, country and telephone number) to info@navacos.si.  
Ten lucky winners will receive practical items that are useful in the mountains.

Which Slovenian lake has an island with a chapel in the middle?
B Bohinj
S none
A Bled

What is the name of the battles that took place in the Slovenian Alps in WW I?
L Soča front
E Slovenian front
A Bled front

How high is Triglav, our highest mountain?
R 2,486 m
P 2,864 m
N 2,648 m

Which Slovenian waterfall is 78 metres high?
E Peričnik
U Rinka
S Savica

Information and bookings:


